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Due to the limited resources of wireless sensor
networks, it must have the features of low latency,
low cost, and low packet loss rate. Therefore, this
paper proposes a mobile protocol of wireless sensor
network with the following innovation.network
architecture is proposed, and distributed IPv6 address
allocation algorithm is suggested based on this
architecture. In this algorithm, the node obtains
address from neighbor nodes within the scope of one
jump and no DAD is required. In the process of
address configuration, routing backbone network is
constructed automatically at the same time, while the
nodes can achieve automatic routing by the
constructed routing backbone network without the
process of routing discovery and routing building.
Based on the proposed architecture, this paper
proposes a cross-layer mobile handover algorithm. In
this algorithm, the mobility handover of network
layer and link layer can be carried out
simultaneously, so the mobile handover delay and the
packet loss rate are reduced.

Abstract
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a combination of
wireless communication technology, embedded
computing technology, sensor technology, distributed
data processing.However, Energy problem is
constrained sensor networks continue to work one of
the key factors. Therefore, Low duty cycle of
wireless sensor network (WSN) is an effective
method to save energy. But there are a lot of delay
and packet loss rate of the existing low duty ratio in
the wireless sensor network. Without fully
considering the transmission link quality problems in
the current low duty cycle of wireless sensor
network.This paper proposes a management scheme
for cross-layer wireless sensor network. A good link
quality decrease the number of retransmission for
communication between nodes.The results is shown
that this method can reduce the network delay,energy
consumption and packet loss rate. Energy
consumption can be reduced used to make up for
other communication energy consumption and ensure
that the entire network of energy consumption in an
acceptable range. It is feasible that exchange low
latency and packet loss rate of the whole network and
providing reliable data transmission with appropriate
energy consumption.Therefore, the delay, packet loss
rate and cost of handover are all reduced.

Generally, sensor network need maintain a long life
cycle, even for a few years. Low duty cycle of
wireless sensor network (WSN) is an effective means
that make the nodes in a state of low duty cycle , and
as much as possible into sleep mode to extend the life
cycle of existing wireless sensor networks.The main
factors affecting the service life of the node is
wireless nodes transceiver and listening through
massive experiments show time[4].However, Energy
problem is constrained sensor networks continue to
work one of the key factors.

Keywords:link quality, LQI value, IPv6, wireless
sensor network, FFD node,evaluation mechanism.
1. Introduction
WPAN wireless sensor network (WSN) has greatly
expanded the application range of traditional WSN. It
has been widely used in areas such as modern
agriculture and environmental monitoring. The most
notable feature of wireless sensor network (WSN) is
its mobility so that WPAN wireless sensor network
(WSN) can play a better role with good mobility.

The duty cycle of nodes is normally a few percent in
low duty cycle in the wireless sensor network
(WSN), this way in extending the network lifetime,
at the same time also made communication delay
become bigger between neighbor nodes, which affect
the validity of data transmission . For many high
real-time requirements of wireless sensor network
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application has a great influence, such as military
applica-tions, disaster forecast system, etc. Existing
research shows that the link quality has a great
influence on network laten-cy[5][6],This paper
proposes a node dormancy algorithm based on link
quality LDW for low duty cycle of wireless sensor
network.

obtaining address form this PAN have the same PAN
ID; The second part is Node ID, which is a sensor
node uniquely identifying PAN. IPv6 address of the
gateway is preset and Node ID 0. In Table 1, the
value i is determined by WPAN sensor network scale
in practical application and by distribution density of
sensor nodes. In this protocol, the value of i is 16,
that is a PAN covers 216 nodes at most.

2. Network Architecture

After joining WPAN, RFD node Z scans all of the
channels and receives beacon frames of neighbor
gateway/FFD node. It will select gateway/FFD node
Y with the minimum depth value to obtain address.
The process of RFD node Z obtaining IPv6 address
from neighbor gateway/FFD node Y is as follows:
Step 1 RFD node Z sends Addr - Req message to
FFD node Y.
Step 2 After receiving the Addr - Req message sent
by RFD node, FFD node Y will choose the
corresponding record of the smallest undistributed
sub-node value and sends back an Addr-Res message
to RFD node Z. The message load is the
corresponding record of sub-node value k. Meantime,
the sub-node distribution state of corresponding
record \ is identified as assigned [5, 6] .
Step 3 After receiving the Addr - Res message, RFD
node Z will obtain the Node ID according to the
formula (1), and then the Node ID will combine with
PAN ID of FFD node to obtain its own address. Y is
the link node.
Step 4 Address configuration of RFD node Z is
completed.

Link layer of WPAN WSN uses IEEE802.15.4 which
divides the nodes into FFD (Full - function device)
and RFD (Reduced - function device).
In the proposed scheme, WPAN wireless sensor
network is composed of multiple PANs, each of
which is composed of a gateway and multiple FFD
sensor nodes and RFD sensor nodes. Gateway is the
access router connecting PAN and IPv6 network. The
nodes of gateway and FFD sensor nodes are fixed
nodes, with routing transfer function while the nodes
of gateway and RFD nodes are mobile nodes, without
routing transfer function. In a PAN, a gateway and all
FFD nodes constitute routing backbone network. Its
topology structure is a tree, known as the PAN tree,
with the root node as the gateway. RFD sensor nodes
communicate with IPv6 Internet by routing backbone
network. The fixed nodes of routing backbone
network which communicates directly with RFD
sensor nodes are called the association nodes of RFD
sensor nodes. One RFD node only has one
association node at the same time.

After obtaining IPv6 address, FFD node scans all
channels receiving beacon frames of neighbor FFD
node to obtain the working channel and the relative
position of the neighbor nodes [7-10].

According to the features of WSN, IPv6 address
structure of the gateway and sensor nodes in this
scheme is shown in Table 1:
(128-i) bits

i bits

(128 - I) bits

i bits

PAN ID

Node ID

PAN ID

Node ID

When RFD nodes communicate with IPv6 nodes,
packets will first arrive in PAN gateway nodes by
PAN tree where locates the link node of RFD nodes,
and then the gateway node will record the
relationship between RFD node and its link node and
will sends the packet to IPv6 node according to IPv6
routing.

Table 1 TIPv6 address format
In Table 1, IPv6 address of the gateway and sensor
node is composed of two parts: The first part is the
PAN ID, which is a global routing prefix. The
gateway, all FFD nodes in a PAN and all RFD

If FFD node Y is the link node of RFD node X, when
FFD node Y detects that node X will leave its
communication range, it will select the FFD node Z,
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which is the nearest to node X, as the next link node
of node X. Assume that node Y and Z are in the same
PAN and gateway node is G, then the mobile
switching operation of node Y is follows:
1. FFD node Y sends Handover message to the node
X and gateway G separately. The message sent to the
gateway G is RFD node X address while sent to the
node X is the working channel of node Z.
2. After receiving the Handover message, node G
will update the link node of RFD node X from Y to
Z, and send back Handover_Ack message to the node
Y.
3. After receiving the Handover message of node Y,
the node X will directly use the working channel of
node Z to realize the layer 2 handover with node Z as
its new link node.
4. After node Y receives the Handover-Ack message,
if it still has the message that node X is the
destination address, then the data will be routing to
node Z, and node Z will send the data to node X.

Figure 1 Statistical LQI value relations with PRR
Because the node LQI value comparison conforms to
the linear regression relationship in waking moment.
So can estimate the next round of LQI value by using
node LQI value of last time round and at the
moment.Design formula is as followed:
LQI (n +1) = (1+ a) × LQI (n) − a × LQI (n −1) (0<a<1)
(1)

Sensor nodes in WSN is divided into two kinds of
work and sleep. Node has basic communications
functions such as perception, sending and receiving
data when in a state of work ,and in idle listening
when there is no data communication. Node will be
shut down in addition to the timing function of
function when nodes are in a sleep state[7].
So can use F means a cycle of node i work
scheduling table, if use t means the node i working
state of time and use b means the node duration of
the work. With the time of work and sleep being
separated into some periods, Each time period is the
same size, see figure 3. We can use a twodimensional array (tj, b) represent the node moment
of awakening and work time. If the number of node i
wake up in a cycle of n times, and the formula for job
schedulin g table to node i:

The above process, node X is still at the
communication range of node Y, so it can still
receive data through the node Y, thus the packetloss
rate is reduced.
3. Link Quality Evaluation Mechanism
Link quality evaluation mechanism now is based on
sending a large number of the packet and calculate
the packet Received rate of the link (PRR), which
can intuitively reflect the current link quality. But
this kind of statistical methods will waste a lot of
bandwidth and energy which needs to send a large
number of data packets, that is not suitable for
application in wireless sensor networks. With the
development of hardware technology, a kind of
received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and link
quality indica-tor(LQI) can also provide link
hardware detection. In the literature of the
experimental results show that the value of PRR and
LQI has a strong linear correlation.

F = {(t1 ,b),(t2 ,b)(tn ,b)}

(2)

4. Performance Analysis
NS2 can be selected to simulate node dormancy
method. According to the chip information, the
simulation experiment of LQI value choice in the
[50,200] of the random number. Each data transfer
cycle is 200 seconds, every second to send 50 data in
each cycle, data time interval is 20 seconds to test the
entire network latency and packet loss rate. See Table
2.
Parameter description
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Simulation area
Number of PANs
MAC protocol
Speed(v)
Speed angle
Pause time
Transmission range(r)
Number of FFD nodes
Number of RFD nodes
The simulation node number
LQI random value
Time slot size/S
Packet payload/Byte /Byte
Node work cycle/S
Number of test cycles
Send packets in each cycle
Send the packet interval /S
The node initial energy/J
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800×8500 m2
5
IEEE 802.15.4
[10m/s, 30m/s]
[0,2π]
20s
[50m,200m]
100
200
20
[100,200]
2
250
200
20
500
20
1000

Table 2 Parameters of Experiment
This method ensured that the entire network link
quality in a good condition by increasing data
transmission time which node link quality is good,.
Decrease the number of retransmission for node
receive and transmit data through t a good link
quality, so that can ensure the success of data
transmission. This method can transmit less data
because node need broadcast LQI value So that has
high delayed.
5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a management scheme for crosslayer wireless sensor network. A good link quality
decrease the number of retransmission for
communication between nodes.The results is shown
that this method can reduce the network delay,energy
consumption and packet loss rate. Energy
consumption can be reduced used to make up for
other communication energy consumption and ensure
that the entire network of energy consumption in an
acceptable range. It is feasible that exchange low
latency and packet loss rate of the whole network and
providing reliable data transmission with appropriate
energy consumption.Therefore, the delay, packet loss
rate and cost of handover are all reduced.
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